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Press Release 

"Together Against the Racist Oppressive Campaign Against Our Brothers 

from the People of Ash-Sham" 

A Stand by Hizb ut Tahrir / Wilayah Lebanon in Defense of their Brothers 

(Translated) 

After the escalation of racist attacks against the displaced people of Syria in 

Lebanon, and after the Governor of the North took several unfair decisions against 

them, and the raids of security agencies outside their jurisdiction on the camps of the 

displaced, the arrest of hundreds, and the handing over of dozens to Bashar’s regime, 

Hizb ut Tahrir / Wilayah Lebanon called on the people of Tripoli in North Lebanon to a 

mass stand in front of Tripoli’s Saray in support of their displaced brothers from the 

people of Syria, and in rejection of the governor’s decisions, the raids, and the handing 

over of the displaced to the Assad regime. 

This stand was held after Friday prayers on April 28, 2023, where hundreds 

answered the call. At the beginning of the stand, the imprisoned member of Hizb ut 

Tahrir who was released from the prisons of Bashar’s regime, Brother Ahmed Al-

Abdullah, spoke, and from what he said, “That the displaced are our people, and they 

have the right to live in dignity among us, and to reject the decisions constricting them 

and limit their freedom, and that we will not allow them to be taken advantage of”.  

This was followed by a speech by the Head of the Media Office of Hizb ut Tahrir in 

the Wilayah of Lebanon, Sheikh Dr. Muhammad Ibrahim, in which he warned political 

officials against being dragged behind regimes rushing to normalize with Bashar in 

implementation of American orders, and warned against continuing to harass the people 

of ash-Sham, and declared an escalation in the face of unjust and racist decisions 

against the displaced and not to blame them on behalf of some of the Shabiha (corrupts) 

of the criminal regime, who are placed among our honorable displaced people. He also 

reminded the media professionals to stop their suspicious campaign of distorting the 

image of the displaced, and to stop promoting that they are the cause of the crises in 

Lebanon, knowing that the cause of the crisis is known to everyone, represented by a 

corrupt authority that has looted hundreds of billions of public funds. He concluded by 

reminding that the West and its agents are fading away, and that the light of Islam will 

shine again, and that the days are short, and Allah must establish the truth and nullify 

the falsehood. 

The stand was attended by supporters of Hizb ut Tahrir from the people of Tripoli, in 

addition to a group of media and those in charge of social media sites. 
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